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Applications 
 

“Applications for situations.” 
W H Auden, Night Mail 

 

When W H Auden wrote Night Mail in 1936, communication was almost 

entirely by letter. There was the Telegram for contact on some urgent 

matter, or the telephone for instant, verbal conversation. But letters were 

the standard mode of interaction among people. His poem centred on the 

Night Train that took our mail over long distances so that letters could 

conclude their forward transmission as early as possible the following day. 
 

Letters of thanks, letters from banks, 

Letters of joy from girl and boy, 

Receipted bill and invitations 

To inspect new stocks or visit relations, 

And applications for situations, 

And timid lovers’ declarations, 

And gossip, gossip from all the nations. 
 

 What would Auden make of today’s communication? Take the 

shortening of “applications” to “Apps”, those devices on smart phones for 

instant access to everything. Which of you hasn’t been in a conversation 

during which someone has been checking a fact, background, or contact, 

so that, in a nano-second, you have an answer? No longer do we have to 

hear “I’ll look that up and get back to you,” or even, “It’s in the post.” We 

expect communication, knowledge, details and responses to be instant.   

 Of course, things have changed since 1936. But can I make a plea 

for the Night Train and the continued use of hand-written letters? I still 

experience a frisson of excitement when I get a personal letter in the post, 

and I hope that never leaves me. Whoever has sent this to me has touched 

the paper, or card, or envelope; thought about me when it’s been written, 

sealed and posted; given time to compose what needs to be said, with, I 

hope, a picture of the recipient lingering in their minds. 

 Don’t let our focus on Apps threaten the thorough, or the personal, 

or the careful. There may be lots of “applications for situations”, but there 

will always be letters that matter too.  
 

A prayer for today 

Dear Lord, here’s what I want to say [fill in the blank]. Much love. Amen 
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